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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we establish nonoscillation criteria for tim half-linear second-order difference qua- 
tion 
A (~.,.~ (~xxk)) + ck~ (xk+l) = 0, ,'k ¢ 0, ~(.T) := IxlP-2:,, p > 1. (1) 
We use the results of the recent paper [1] of the second author where the so-called roundabout 
theorem for (1) is established. This theorem relates (1) to the discrete p-degree functional 
N 
F(y) := ~ {rk IAykl t' -- c~, lyk+llP}, 
k=0 
(2) 
and to the generalized Riccati difference quation 
R[Wk] :=Awk+ck+wk 1-- q)(O- l ( rk)+(I ) - l (wk))  =0,  
p 
~- l ( z )  == Ixlq-2z' q " -  p -  1' 
being the inverse function of ~, related to (1) by the substitution wk = rk~(Axk) /~(Xk) .  
(3) 
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Our investigation is motivated by several recent papers devoted to oscillatory properties of 
solutions of the continuous counterpart of (1), the half-linear second-order differential equation 
(r.(t)e (~'))' + ~(t)&(x) = o. (4) 
Oscillation theory of (4) is very similar to that of the Sturm-Liouville quation 
(,-(t). ') '  + ~(t)x = o, (5) 
which is the special case p = 2 in (4). In particular, equation (4) can be classified as oscillatory 
or nonoscillatory and the Riccati-type quation 
w' + c(t) + (p - 1) r* -q ( t ) lw l  q = 0 (6) 
related to (4) by the substitution w = r~(x')/g~(x) and the p-degree functional 
~b 
.~(y; ~, b) := [,-(t) ly'l" - ~(t)lyl"] de (r) 
play essentially the same role as the classical Riccati equation and the quadratic functional (which 
we get substituting p = 2 in (6),(7), respectively) in the linear oscillation theory. 
Concerning difference quations, oscillation theory of discrete counterpart of (5) the Sturm- 
Liouville difference quation 
A(l 'taA:l Jk ) -}- Ck22k + 1 = 0 (8) 
is also very similar to that of (5), and most of oscillation and nonoscillation criteria for (5) have 
been extended to (8); see [2-4] and the references given therein. 
In this paper, we deal with oscillation properties of (1). We prove nonoscillation criteria which 
are discrete versions of nonoscillation criteria for (4) established in the recent papers [5-7]. The 
paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we present basic concepts of oscillation theory 
of (1) established in the recent paper [1]. Section 3 contains the main results of the paper-- four 
nonoscillation criteria for (1). Two of them are proved using the variational method consisting 
of the relationship between nonoscillation of (1) and positivity of p-degree functional (2). The 
remaining two nonoscillation criteria are proved via the Riccati technique which is based on the 
relationship between nonoscillation of (1) and solvability of (3). The last section is devoted to 
remarks concerning the results of the paper; in particular, we compare our discrete oscillation 
criteria with those for differential equation (4). 
2. AUXIL IARY RESULTS 
Ill this section, we present some results and methods of the oscillation theory of equation (1). 
First recall some important concepts. An interval ('n~,~Tz + 1], in C N, is said to contain a 
.qerzer'alized zeT"o of a solution y of (1), if y,~ # 0 and r,zy,,~y,~+l _< 0. A nontrivial solution of (1) 
is called osciIlator'y if it has infinitely many generalized zeros in a given discrete interval of the 
form IN, oc), N E N; in the opposite case, this solution is said to be rtonoscillator'y. Equation (1) 
is said to be discor~j,~gate in the discrete interval [0, N] if every solution of this equation has at 
most one generalized zero in (0, N + 1] and the solution ,+ given by the initial condition .~0 = 0, 
g'l ¢ 0 has no generalized zero in (0, N + 1]. 
Basic oscillation properties of solutions of (1) are described by the so-called roundabout theorem 
proved in [1, Theorem 1]. 
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PROPOSITION 1. The following statements are equivalent. 
(i) Equation (1) is diseonjugate in the discrete interval [0, N]. 
q ~N+I satisfying (ii) The functional ,P given in (2) is positive for any nontrivial y = Ig~'lk=o Yo = 
0 = YN+I. 
r~/) ]N+I (iii) There exists a sequence w = 1 klk=0 which satis/~es Riccati equation (3) and ra. +wa, > 0 
for k = 0 , . . . ,N .  
(iv) :/'here exists a solution x of (1) which has no generalized zero in [0, N + 1]. 
This roundabout theorem shows that the Sturmian separation and comparison theory extends 
to (1). In particular, as we have already mentioned in the previous ection, all solutions of (1) are 
either oscillatory or nonoscillatory; this follows from the implication (iv) ~ (i). Consequently, 
equation (1) is said to be oscillatory if all its solutions are oscillatory and nonoscillatory in 
the opposite case and this happens, by Proposition 1, if there exists N c N such that (1) is 
disconjugate on IN, c~). 
Proposition 1 immediately suggests two methods of investigation of (non)oscillation of (1). 
The first one--the variational meth.od--is based on the equivalence of (i) and (ii), and its basic 
statement can be fornmlated as follows. 
LEMMA 1. Equation (1) is nonoscillatory if and only if there exists N c N such that 
~ ['Fk I/~yk[ p --Ck {yk+l[ p] ~> 0 
k=N 
for every nontrivial y (: D(N), where 
oo D(N):----(y={yk}k=l:yk =0,  k<N,  ~m>N:  Yk--0, k>m}.  
The Sturmian comparison theorem for (1) immediately follows fi'om Lemma 1. Indeed, if the 
equation 
A (Rk(~ (Z~Xk)) -~- Ck(~ (Xk+l) = 0, /:~'k /~ 0, (9) 
is a majorant of (1), i.e., Ck _> ck, Rk <_ rk for large k, and (9) is nonoscillatory, then (1) is 
nonoscillatory as well. This follows from the fact that 
~(y) = %-" [rk IAykI ~ - c~ lYk+xl ~] > IRk I~ykh ~ - Ck Iyk+~l ~] > 0 
k:=N h'=N 
for every nontrivial y ~_ D(N) where N is sufficiently large. 
Another method of oscillation theory of (1) included in Proposition 1 consists of the equivalence 
of (i) and (iii), and it is usually referred to as the Riccati technique. To prove that (1) is 
nonoscillatory, it is sufficient o find a solution w of (1.3) which exists on some interwfl IN, oc) 
and satisfies there the inequality rk + wk > 0. The Sturmian comparison theorem implies that 
for nonoscillation of (1), actually it is sufficient o find a solution of the Riccati-type inequality 
R[wk] <_ O, (10) 
as shown in the next lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Equation (1) is nonoscillatory if and only if there exists a sequence wk with rk +wk > 0 
for large k such that (10) holds. 
PROOF. The part "only if" follows immediately from Proposition 1. For the part "if", let us 
denote l[uk] := A(rk¢'(Auk)) + ck~(Uk+l). We will show that if there exists a sequence uh: such 
that 
rkuku~+l > 0 and uk+ll['uk] <_ 0 (11) 
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for k c [N, oc), N ~ N, then (1) is disconjugate on IN, oo) and thus nonoscillatory. To this end, 
suppose that a sequence ua. satisfies (11) on [N, oc). Then Sa :=  --Uk+ll[uk] is a nonnegative 
sequence on this discrete interval. Setting ra = ra and Oa = ca - Sa/ luk+l  I p, then ca _> cA. and 
/~ ( fa+( /~ la ) )  AFCa(I)(~LaF1) = /~(gk+(/~TAh,)) @ C a ITt~+llP (I)(~a+l) = O" 
Thus, the equation A(~gI)(Au~)) +Sa<I>(ua+~) = 0 is disconjugate on IN, oc), and therefore, (1) is 
disconjugate on IN, oc) as well by the Sturmian comparison theorem. 
Now, let wa satisfy R[wa] _< 0 with ra + wa > 0 on IN, o0) and let 
a-1  k:n (,++ 
j=N \ rj / 
be a solution of the first-order difference quation 
Then ua ¢2 0, since 
and 
ltk~ 
1 + q) - i  w j  _ 1 
( ?-~-j ) (]T)-- 1(Tj) ( (I)- 1 (l"j) 
','a'UaU+,++l : 'Fa (1-l-(I)-i (7 ) )L j=N 
Further, 
k>N,  
lZN = 1. 
+ +-1 (~,)) # 0, 
+ ,,7/+j 
: 'r/~:'2-q((I)-l(7"a) :F(I)-l(wa)) I]uI1 (1 -F~- I (W~J~) ]L  j :N  \ r j  j 
2 
>0.  
luk+l tPrgI}(Auk)A (I)(uk) 
~+~z['~a] = '.a+l (A (rk+ (zXuk)) + ~:k+ (~k+l)) -
+(uk)+(Uk+l) 
] u a. + l I P I'k C/~ ( Z2k U k ) z2k'I)(Uk) + 
(I) ('~k) (I) (Uk+ 1) 
A (~'k+ (A'~k)) +(uk) - rk+(Aua)A+(uk) 
--~ ua+ 1(I) (Ua_F 1) (I) (Uk) (I} (%a + 1) 
P ra(I)(Aua) (1 ¢(u~:) 
+ lua+x[Pck + [Uk+ll ~ \ (i)(?/4e+l) j 
= I~.a+llpRb,~] _< 0, 
for k ~ [N, oc), since 
¢'('~a) 
This completes the proof. 
(I + Au~/ua)  
rk 
(IT-) ((I)--I (7'k) -b (~)--1 (Wk)) " 
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3. NONOSCILLAT ION CRITERIA  
First we present nonoscil lation criteria based on the variational method. The crucial role is 
played by the half-linear discrete version of the Wirt inger-type inequality. In the proof of this 
inequality, we need the following technical result. 
LEIvlMA 3. Let i L _~/ t~-s~ ] 
sup 
It := 1 [- -1 / tp - sp \ ]  (12) 
t>s>0t- s I_ 
Then for given/3 > c~ > 0 and for { = k/3 + (1 - k )a  given by the Lagrange mean value theorem 
/3P - a p = pq~( {)(/3 - a ), we have max{k, (1 -- k)} < #. 
PROOf. If p _> 2, then k > 1/2, i.e., max{A, 1 - k} = k and for p < 2 we have k < 1/2. 
The conclusion now can be easily verified by a direct computat ion via the Lagrange mean value 
theorem applied to the function t --~ t ~, t _> 0. 
LEblMA 4. Let ~,I~ be a positive sequence such that AM~: is of one sig~ for k _> N ~ iN. Then 
for every* y ~ D(N) ,  we have 
oo ~ M~ 
E I&A~/kl Yk+llP ~< pP[#(1 ÷ '@N)] p-1 }AMa.lv_ ~IAyal*', (13) 
k=N k=N 
where 
~bN : sup (14) 
k>N IAMk-II' 
and # is given in the prev ious /emma.  
PROOF. Suppose that  AMa: > 0 for k > N; in case AfiJla: < 0, we would proceed in the same 
way. Using summat ion by part, the H61der inequality, the Lagrange mean value theorem, and 
the Jensen inequality ibr the convex function { -+ I(I p, we have 
Ia]~lkl t~]k+llP : E "~"Ika(lldklP) 
k=N k=N 
: st ~ Mk le(~k)l Ia.vkt 
k=N 
IAM~I,,_ ~ IAMkl I¢'(~k)l q 
k=N k=N 
= p IAMkI~_ ~ IAy~I *' IAMkl [kklyk] p+ (1 - -  kk)ly/,.+ll p] 
k=N k=N 
_< p ~=N IA~ v-*IAYkF 
x [max{kk,(1--kk)}(~-~.k=X IAMkl IAl~,/k_ 1 ~ A I/~'/k--1 I lykl p 
+ ~ IAAIkl tyk+~l p 
k=N 
where ~k = Akyk + (1 -- kk)yk+l is a number between Yk, Yk+l, i.e., kk ~ [0, 1]. Now, by Lemma 3, 
max{kk,  1 -- kk} < p and since y~, = 0 for k _< N,  we have 
IAMkl IAn~l.-~ll~kl" < (sup IAMkl ~ 
~=~ IA~Uk-,~ - \k>N I&---M-~k-;I) k=N ~ IAMkl tYk+ll p- 
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Consequently, we have 
oo 
Z lAMer Iw+,? 
k=N 
~p [/t (1-}-sup 'A~/Ik] )]l/q (~-'~ ]~/lff )lip (k  )l/q 
-- k>n ]AMk- I [  [A~lk[ v-1 [Ayk[P IAMkI [Yk+I[P ' 
- k=N \k=N 
and hence, 
oo oo M~. 
~' IAMkl lyk+ll p <_ pP [.(1 -I-'@N)] p-1 E IZXMkiP-* IZX:Vkf ' 
k=N k=N 
what we needed to prove. II 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that rk > 0 for la~,e k, T °o r~,-q = co, T °o c +k < o0, c + := max{O, c}, 
I ~ l l  p(p-1) [ J k 1 -q 1 -q g::)N ::  sup rj • < co, ~)N := sup rk - -  < co. (15) 
2 ,'F 
Further,  suppose  that  
I f  
0 < l imsup (1 + @N) p -1  ~N =:  ~ff <~. CO. 
N~oo 
k--1 )p--1 (~- /  
E oc 1 I,-1 1 
lira sup rj  -q E c+ < - -  ~ ,  
k---+oo j=k p#p- 1 
then (1) is nonoscillatory. 
PROOF. According to Lemma 1, it suffices to find N E N such that we have 
(16) 
(lr) 
~[ rk  I/xp~f - ck lyk+ll ;] > 0 
k=N 
for any nontrivial y C D(N) .  To this end, let 
A//k = 
7j ) 
Then, using the Lagrange mean value theorem, 
k-1 ) 
[/kA/lk[ = ~k 1A E rJ -q P-- 1-1-q 
where & ~ (Z  k-1 1-q Tk  1-q r j  , r j  ). Hence, 
and thus, 
p - 1 1-q < iAhfk[ < p -  1 1--q pF k __ __ pr k , 
(~T l-q) (~lT'l--q) 
1--q 
(18) 
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and ,,(p- i) 
_~,f; ( 1 )p-i [ ~/'~' re q]V l-q] 
< rk k - i  
Now, according to (17), there exists z > 0 such that 
p-- 1 
.msu Ec ;<- -  
t~--~ J=~, ppp- i  qd + c'  
and (16) implies the existence of No C N such that (1 + @'N)P-lcrgN < tI/ @ £ for N ~ N 0. Now,  
using the summation by parts and applying the same idea as in the proof of Lemma 4, we have 
for any nontrivial y E ID(N) 
~ ly~,+~l" <- ~ ~ I.w.+, I" = Z ~ a (ly~l ~) 
k=N k=N k=N j=N 
k=N ~ c M.A (lye-f) 
< 
\ P / 
1 o() 
k=N 
//P 1('I/ q -~)  k=N IA /~rk l l " - i  IA~]h'IP 
× ~(i + v;N) IAM~I I>+11 p
k = N 
< p-1  p 1 1 
x ~,=N IAMAlr'-~ [AYaI~' 
oo 
< (1 + g,N)r'-l~N ~p@7 ~ rklAg/,.f <_ E r/"[AYklP" 
k = N h: = N 
Hence, 
~ [,'kl~w:i" - c~.tw,+,l"] > 0 
k=N 
for every nontrivial y E D(N) what we needed to prove. 
The next theorem treats the case when 2_, % < .2. 
v~oc 1 q THEOREIvl 2. Suppose. that rk > 0 for large k, L % < oo, 
( : - - - -  <oc  
k>N |~-1  q \r~, t /  
- \ kAL.,1 7J / 
(19) 
a l ld  
0 < limsup (1 + qSN) ~' 1 =: ~, < cx~. (2{}) 
N~oo 
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f 
lim suI) r j  
then equation (1) is nonoscillato W. 
P I~ooF .  Let 
Then similar ly as in the previous proof, 
(~ I-A b ) 
, 
ptzp- 1 tIJ ' 
p. 
(21) 
IAzUa ._ ,  I - , - , ,  
Xk+] r j  / 
:~]/~ < l'k; 
'A :~&p ~ \p 1/ 
P 
'0,-- t / 
and the remaining part  of the proof is the same as for Theorem 1. | 
Now we turn our a.ttention to nonosci l lation criteria which are proved using the Riccati  tech- 
nique. In contrast  to the previous two theorems, these criteria contain the sequence c and not 
only its nonnegative part  c +. These criteria impose restr ict ions on the sequence r which differ 
from those contained in (15),(16) and (19),(20). 
THEO[{EM 3. Sill)poNe that 1" k > 0 [or hu~ge k', ~ c/,. = l i ra#_< y - f  (b is convergent, and 
1 - -  (l 
l im r~, 
/,: ~ oo  k - I  V. tU' 
- -  - 0 .  (22)  
/ f  
l im inf 
then (1) is nonosciIh~.to, T. 
v-"  1 q~ 2p 1 
2_ . r j  ) £ ej > -~-  k p / 
d=k 
(24) 
PUOOF. It is sufficient o show that  tile generalized Riccati  inequal ity (10) has a. solution w with 
rt, + u,# > 0 in a neighbourhood of infinity. Set 
h:-- 1 t 1 --]) £ = c (Z, .F"  + (2s) 
j=k  
where C is a suitable constant which will be specified later. We have 
! p 
r~ = p) r  A. r?h: , A 
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x-~k l~q where ~k-1  r j-q < ~]k <_ 2.., rj . Similarly, 
W k [(I ) ( ( I ) - l ( ? 'k )  -F '~) - l (Wk) )  -- rk] = Wk [ (I) ( ( I ) - l ( Fk )  -F (~- l (wk) )  -- (I) ( ( I ) - l ( ? 'k ) ) ]  
= (p - 1) I~kl  ' -~  (I)--i (Wk)Wk = (p -- 1) I~kl  ~- '  I~kl  ~ , 
where ~k is between (I)-l(rk) and ( I ) - l ( rk)  + ( I ) - l (wk),  and hence, 
q- i  % - Iwk l  q-1 ~ ~A ~ F~ -1  JF IWk[ q-1. 
Denote  
and let C = ( (p -  1)/p) p. Then 
(~ )p-1 oo 
j=:k 
1--q oo p--1 
rj -[- Ej=k 1--q 
Iwkl _ r~c 
rk rk - k -~- -  IAk + C[ -~ 0 
rJ -q 
as k --~ ac according to (22), and hence, rk + wk --- rk(1 + wk/rk) > 0 for large k. 
Further, the assumptions of the theorem (inequalities (23),(24)) imply the existence of g > 0 
such that 
2p-1  (p~pl )  p-1 1(~)  p-1 
+ 2E < AA.'< - - 2g 
P P 
for k sufficiently large, say k > K1. Therefore, IC + Akl + g < C 1/q - g. This clearly implies the 
existence of e > 0 such that 
IC + Akl(] + ~)~/q < c1/q(1  - c) 1/q, 
and hence, 
]C + Akl" (1 ÷ c) < C(1 - E) 
for k >_ IQ. 
Now, for a given e > 0 there exists I£2 E N such that rk > I~/for k > K2, 
(26) 
l -q  
~k 
r J -  q > 
1 - rj 
> l -e ,  
since (22) implies 
and 
k k -1  
lira - - -  lira 
k---* oo k--1 k---~ oo k -1  =1, 
(~- l ( rk )  + ~- l (~k)F  -1 - ~'k (1 + ~- l (~E~-k) )  p-1 
: (1 l -(T~-l(Iwk[/rk)) p-2 < 1 +S 
(1 -b (T~-l(wk/l'k)) p-1 
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1-q k-1 since wk/rk ~ 0 as k ~ oo. Multiplying (26) by (p - 1)r~ (~ r~-q) -p and using the above 
estimates, we obtain 
k-1 / -P 
E 1-q ( l -e )  0 > - ( ; -  1)Cr~ -q rj 
k-1 ) -P (E - "  + (p -  1)}C + Xkl % r l (1 + e-) 
> (1 1-q -~, -p)Cr k 'rlk --ck +ck 
/ k - i  1 q\-r,  
+ 
((~-l(;Pk) q- (l~)--i (~Dk))P-1 
(p - 1)l&l -21 ,klq = AwL + c~ + + " - '  
= Awk + c/~ + wk 1 - (q)-l(rk) + (,~_l(i/)k))p_ 1 
for k > max{K1, Ks}, and the proof is complete. | 
REMARK i. If we consider equation (1) with rk -= 1, then (22) clearly holds. Note that the 
continuous counterpart (4) of equation (1) is often studied under such assumption. On the other 
hand, by L'Hospital's rule, under the assumption ~ r~. -q  ~ 90, condition (22) can be replaced 
by a simpler condition l imk~ rk+l/r~, = 1, if this limit exists. Indeed, we have 
l--q 1-q 1-q 
l im rk lira ~ t:+i -- rk 
k--+eo k~l l_q h---*oc f l, -q 
"rj 
However, there exist very simple examples of the sequence rk, for example, 
rh={1,1,21-~,22(1-P),31-P,32(1-p) . . . .  ,kl-P, k2(1-P),... }, 
which shows that this limit does not exist, while (22) does. 
The following theorem complements he previous tatement and treats the "complementary" 
x--, oo 1--q case 2._, 7j < oo. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that rk > 0 for large k, ~ rJ -q < ec, and 
lim r~-q  - O. (27) oo 1--q k~oo E Tj 
H. 
and 
oo 1 p-1 
lim sup r~ -q cj < p 
~.~oo k:i=~" / 
lira inf 
k-~ oo 
> - - -  2p -1  (p - l~  p-I 
P k P / ' 
then (1) is nonoscillatory. 
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PROOF. One can show in a similar way as in the proof of the previous theorem that the sequence 
'Wk = C 
oc k-1 -q r" q- Cj, 
where C = ( (p -  1)//))C satisfies the inequality 
c( ) ,kl 
j =h, 
<C.  
This fact implies that the generalized Riccati difference inequality (10) has a solution such that 
rk + w~, > 0 holds in a neighbourhood of infinity. | 
REMARK 2. Similarly as in the previous theorem, one can observe that (27) can be replaced by 
the stronger condition ]imk-+oc r~.+,/r~. = 1, if this limit exists. 
4. REMARKS AND COMMENTS 
(i) We start this section with the continuous counterpart of theorems of the previous section. 
THEOaEM 5. Suppose ttmt foo rl_q ( t ) dt = oo and the integral f~  c( t ) dt is convergent. I f  
Qj, t )l )-1 (~.oo ) 1Q~1)  
limsuPt_,~o r'(s)t-qds . c(s) ds < 7 (28) 
and (/\/t )p-X (/oo ) 2/)--1 (p@)  
lira inf r l -q(s)  ds c(s) ds > (29) t--+O~ -]7 ! 
then (4) is nonoscillatory. 
This criterion is proved in [5] via the Riccati technique using essentially the same idea as in 
the proof of Theorem 3. In case foo r l_q(t)dt < oc, (28) and (29) are to be replaced by tile 
conditions (/00 )t) 1 (/4 ) 
lipl SUp g'l--q(s) dS , C(S) ds 
and 
<7 
P k /) 1 '  (F ) liminf "t "1 q(s)ds c(s) ds >- - - -  t~oo 
respectively, and the statement of Theorem 5 remains valid. 
Note also that (28) is proved to be sufficient for nonoscilh~tion of (4) under the assumption 
c(t) > 0 in [7] (again using the Riccati technique) and in [8] it is proved using the variational 
method that (28) with c(s) replaced by c+(s ) := max{0, c(s)} is also sumcient for nonoscinat, ion 
of (4). 
(ii) Theorem 5 shows that assumptions (15),(16),(19),(20),(22),(27) have no continuous ana- 
logue. However, we needed these conditions in our proofs and it is an open problem whether 
they are really necessmy or only needed because of the methods we used. A closer examination 
of the proofs of theorems from the previous section reveals that the main reason why we needed 
these assumptions i  the absence of tile chain rule for computing the difference of the "composed" 
sequences like Mk in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2, and of ~ut. in Theorems 3 and 4. Observe 
also that if r~: = k (~) := F(et + k)/F(k), then all above-mentioned assumptions are satisfied and 
quantities ~2, qS, '&, ~ equal 1. 
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(iii) In all theorems of the previous section, we supposed the sequence rk to be positive, even 
if such an assumption is by no means necessary in the general oscillation theory of (1); see, 
e.g., Proposition 1 a.nd, more generally, [1]. In our treatment, we essentially consider (1) as a 
l)ertur/)ation of the one term equation 
zx (,-~,q, (A:,:~,)) = 0, (30) 
a.nd this equation is nonoscillatory if and only if ft. > 0 eventually (otherwise z~ - 1 would 
be its oscillatory solution). Theorems of the previous section then state, roughly speaking, that 
the "perturbed" equation (1) remains nonoscillatory if the sequence ck in the perturbation term 
(v,:(I,(:c/,:+l) is not too positive. 
(iv) The previous observation suggests the following general approach to the oscillation theory 
of (1). Suppose that ~A- is a sequence such that the equation 
A (?'k(I) (Z2kZk)) -]- (2/,,(I) (Zk+l )  -- 0 (31) 
is nonoscillatory, and consider (1) as a perturbation of this equation; i.e., we write this equation 
in the form 
A (?'k(I) (A:g'k)) @ (2/,.(I) (2:k÷l) 4- (C k -- Ck) (I) (22/,'+1) = 0. 
Now we look for conditions on the difference c -~ which guarantee that (1) renmins nonoscillatory 
(becomes oscillatory). Note that in the case of differential equation (4), this approach as been 
used in the recent paper [9], and its application to difference equations is the subject of the 
present investigation. 
(v) Finally, one can see that various methods (variational and Riccati) give different results. 
For example, the first reqtfirement in (15) on the sequence r is weaker than (22); however, on the 
other hand, the constant at the right-hand side of (17) is less than that in (23). 
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